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Abstract

The isothermal crystallization kinetics, semi-crystalline morphology and thermal behavior of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) in miscible
binary blends with an amorphous component, poly(ether sulphone) (PES), were investigated below LCST by means of optical microscopy,
differential scanning calorimetry and small angle X-ray scattering. Addition of PES to PEO reduces both the overall crystallization rate and
the spherulite growth rate of PEO. The change of the nucleation regime and an Avrami analysis of the crystallization kinetics are discussed.
The double melting behavior of PEO in blends with PES is attributed to both secondary crystallization and recrystallization during heating. A
change in the supermolecular structure from intermediate spherulite-hedrite to spherulite appears on blending PEO with PES. The segrega-
tion behavior of amorphous PES during crystallization of PEO is investigated.q 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The presence of different thermodynamic phase transi-
tions such as liquid–liquid phase separation, homogeniza-
tion or crystallization in binary polymer blends often results
in a complex phase diagram. When these phase transitions
compete kinetically, a variety of blend morphologies can be
created. Several authors [1–3] have introduced the concept
of structure formation by liquid–liquid phase separation in
competition or followed by crystallization in these systems;
however until now only a few studies on binary blends with
a LCST-type demixing behavior have been performed [4–
11]. The present study deals with blends of one crystal-
lizable and one amorphous component with a lower critical
solution temperature.

Blends of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and poly(ether
sulphone) (PES) are miscible over the whole composition
range up to 758C. At this temperature a lower critical solu-
tion behavior has been reported [12,13]. The kinetics of
phase separation of a 90/10 PEO/PES blend was investi-
gated experimentally and also predicted by use of the
Cahn–Hilliard theory [13]. Prior to the study of the crystal-
lization after a phase separation process, it is of crucial
importance to thoroughly understand the crystallization

kinetics, melting behavior and semi-crystalline morphology
in the completely miscible state below the cloud point
curve.

The crystallization kinetics, morphology and thermal
behavior of PEO in completely miscible binary blends
with the amorphous components PMMA, PEMA, PVPh,
PVAc have been studied by Martuscelli et al. [14–18].
The influence of the amorphous component on the crystal-
lization behavior of PEO depends on the molecular weight
of this component, the presence of specific interactions and
the glass-transition temperature of the blend. An empirical
equation describing the spherulite growth rate in blends of a
crystallizable and an amorphous component was developed
by Alfonso and Russell [19] based on measurements of the
spherulite growth rate in PEO/PMMA blends. The segrega-
tion behavior of the amorphous component during crystal-
lization of PEO in binary blends with different types of
interactions and different glass-transition temperatures has
recently been investigated [20]. The crystallization, melting
and semi-crystalline structure of blends of PEO with an
amorphous aromatic polyamide (Aramide 34I) with a high
glass-transition temperature of 2258C have also been
studied [21].

The present article is the first study on the crystallization,
thermal behavior and morphology of PEO/PES blends. The
influence of PES on the crystallization kinetics of PEO has
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been studied and related to the observed melting phenom-
ena. The supermolecular structure of the blends resulting
from the crystallization of PEO and the segregation beha-
vior of PES are investigated.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and blend preparation

Poly(ethylene oxide) obtained from UCB with a viscosity
average molecular weight� �Mv� of 17000 g/mole and a poly-
dispersity of 1.35 was blended with Poly(ether sulphone)
(trade name Victrex 4800G) obtained from Victrex Limited
(UK) with a viscosity average molecular weight� �Mv� of
61000 g/mole and a polydispersity of 1.72. PEO/PES blends
of wt/wt compositions 100/0, 90/10, 80/20, 75/25 and 50/50
were obtained by preparing 10% solutions of both compo-
nents in dimethylformamide (DMF), mixing the solutions in
appropriate compositions and removal of the solvent under
vacuum at 708C. The blends were additionally dried under
vacuum for 2 days at 608C. Prior to the experiments the
samples were kept at 608C under vacuum for 12 h.

2.2. Optical microscopy

Cloud points were detected from the light transmitted by
thin samples placed between cover glasses under an
OLYMPUS optical microscope coupled with a computer
controlled CCD-camera. The same device was used to

measure the spherulite growth rates of PEO in the blends.
At different times during the growth process, images of the
sample were stored with the polarizers under 458. The spher-
ulite growth rate was calculated from the increase of the
spherulite radius with time for all blends that crystallized
over a reasonable time (5 h) at temperatures between 158C
and 558C. The resulting supermolecular structure was inves-
tigated using the microscope with crossed polarizers.

2.3. Differential scanning calorimetry

A Perkin-Elmer DSC7 differential scanning calorimeter
was used to investigate the overall kinetics of isothermal
crystallization. The samples were kept for 5 min at 758C
and cooled to the crystallization temperatureTc at a rate
of 408C/min. The weight fractionXt of material crystallized
at timet was calculated from the ratio of the crystallization
enthalpy generated at timet to the crystallization enthalpy
of a completely crystallized sample.

The DSC-melting behavior was investigated at a heating
rate of 108/min. For the investigation of the recrystallization
process different heating rates from 1.58/min to 408/min
were used; these measurements were normalized to a heat-
ing rate of 18/min and corrected for the temperature shift of
an indium calibration sample. The crystallinity was deter-
mined from the DSC melting curves according to the
method of Mathot et al. [22]. The advantage of this method
is that the crystallinity does not depend on the definition of
an arbitrary baseline under the melting peak, but yields an
analyst-independent determination of the transition
enthalpy via an area determination with a baseline extrapo-
lated from the melt. The crystallinity as function of tempera-
ture during cooling or heating is determined from:

Xc�T� � �A2 2 A1�T
Dh�T� �1�

where (A2 2 A1)T is the transition enthalpy. The temperature
dependent enthalpy functionDh(T)� ha(T) 2 hc(T) is avail-
able from the ATHAS databank [23,24] for several types of
semi-crystalline polymers.

2.4. Small angle X-ray scattering

SAXS-measurements were performed using a Rigaku-
type Kratky camera with infinite slit geometry on 2 mm
thick PEO/PES blend samples isothermally crystallized
within 60 min at 448C. Ni-filtered Cu Ka radiation was
produced using a Rigaku rotating anode device (12 kW)
operated at 40 kV and 50 mA. Scattering patterns were
collected with a linear position sensitive detector (Braun
OED-SOM). The data analysis was performed using the
FFSAXS-5 [25] program (adapted for pc) as developed by
Vonk. The smeared intensityI3(s) was obtained after correc-
tion for the background scattering; subsequent desmearing
yields the corresponding pinhole intensityI3(s). Lorentz
correction was applied by multiplyingI3(s) by s2 in order
to obtain a one-dimensional intensity profileI1(s).
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Fig. 1. Phase diagram of PEO/PES blends: (O) cloud point curve, (B)
melting temperatureTm, (P) upper isothermal crystallization temperature
Tc, (—) glass-transition temperatureTg.



3. Results and discussion

The phase diagram of PEO/PES blends is presented in
Fig. 1; the system exhibits a temperature and composition
dependent miscibility. The blends are miscible over the
whole composition range up to 758C; above this temperature
a LCST-type demixing behavior is present. The crystalliza-
tion curve (Tc) indicates the upper limit where PEO/PES
blends crystallize completely within 5 h. Isothermal crystal-
lization for long periods revealed that PEO crystallizes in
blends up to 50 wt.% of PES. The melting point curve (Tm)

represents the melting temperatures of these samples. The
glass-transition temperatureTg of the blends, as calculated
from the Fox-equation [26], changes rapidly with increasing
PES content. All experiments considered here were started
from the one-phase miscible region below the cloud point
curve.

3.1. Spherulite growth kinetics and secondary nucleation
regime

The spherulite growth rate of crystallizable
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Fig. 2. Spherulite growth rate versus weight fraction amorphous component PES at different isothermal crystallization temperatures (448C, 468C, 488C and
508C).

Fig. 3. Spherulite growth rate as a function of crystallization temperature for 100/0, 90/10 and 75/25 PEO/PES blends.



homopolymers has been described in the past using a modi-
fied version [27] of the phenomenological nucleation theory
of Turnbull and Fisher [28]. The spherulite growth rateG
depends on the free energy required to form a critical
nucleus on the crystal surface (DF*) (secondary nucleation)
and the energy necessary to transport chain segments across
the liquid–solid interface:

G� G0exp
2DE
RTc

� �
exp

2DF*
kbTc

� �
�2�

whereG0 is a growth rate constant,Tc the crystallization
temperature,R the gas constant andkb the Boltzmann
constant. The spherulite growth rate of a crystallizable
component (Gbl) in miscible blends with an amorphous
component, as derived from the phenomenological
approach of Alfonso and Russell [19], is given by:

Gbl � w2k1k2

k1 1 k2
exp

2DFbl*
kbTc

� �
�3�

wherew2 represents the volume fraction of the amorphous
component,k1 the transport rate of the crystalline segments
to the liquid–solid interface andk2 the diffusion rate of
the amorphous component away from the growth front. The
approach of Alfonso and Russell takes into account
the specific interactions between the blend components, the
diffusion of the amorphous component, the blendTg and the
dilution of the crystallizable component. According to this
theory a bell-shaped curve is obtained for the spherulite
growth rate as a function of temperature; the growth rate
is nucleation-controlled at low degrees of undercooling and
diffusion-controlled at higher degrees of undercooling.

The spherulite growth rate of PEO in PEO/PES blends as
a function of the weight fraction PES at different crystal-
lization temperatures is presented in Fig. 2. The growth rate

decreases as the concentration of PES increases and the
crystallization of PEO is inhibited above 50 wt.% of PES.
The change of the spherulite growth rate with the crystal-
lization temperature can be seen in Fig. 3. From 508C
towards lower crystallization temperatures the spherulite
growth rate increases for all PEO/PES blend compositions
studied. At high degree of undercooling, pure PEO and the
90/10 PEO/PES blend start to crystallize before the isother-
mal crystallization temperature is reached and no additional
data points can be obtained. For the 75/25 PEO/PES blend,
the spherulite growth rate exhibits a maximum at about
288C. Above 288C the growth rate is predominantly nuclea-
tion controlled; below 288C it is diffusion controlled.

The decrease of the spherulite growth rate of PEO in the
PEO/PES blends is larger than in the miscible blends with
the amorphous components PMMA, PEMA, PVAc and
EVAc [14–18,29–31], that all have a glass-transition
temperature far below that of PES. In PEO/Aramide 34I
blends [21], the decrease of the spherulite growth rate is
even stronger than in PEO/PES blends. Both amorphous
components PES and Aramide 34I have the same glass-
transition temperature (2258C) but Aramide 34I forms, in
contrast with PES, hydrogen bonds with PEO. The mobility
of PEO-chains decreases in blends with these highTg amor-
phous components and is the determining factor in the
decrease of the spherulite growth rate in blends with a
small amount of PES. The specific intermolecular interac-
tions play a secondary role, but account for the stronger
decrease of the spherulite growth rate of PEO in blends
with Aramide 34I than in blends with PES.

From the spherulite growth rate data the secondary
nucleation regime can be evaluated. Eq. (2) can be rewritten
in terms of an activation energyU* required for transport of
segments across the liquid–solid interface and a nucleation
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Fig. 4. Plot of lnG 1 U* =R�Tc 2 T∞� versus�1=Tc�f �Tm 2 Tc� for 100/0, 90/10 and 75/25 PEO/PES blends. From the slope of the linear fit the secondary
nucleation termKg is determined.



term Kg describing the secondary nucleation process [27]:

ln G 1
U*

R�Tc 2 T∞� � ln G0 2 Kg
1

f TcDT

� �
�4�

where U* � 4120 cal/mole [27],T∞ � Tg 2 51:3, DT �
T 0

m 2 Tc, f � 2Tc=�Tc 1 Tm�, Kg � 2jbsseT
0
m=fDhf kb

with sse the product of the lateral and fold surface free
energy,Dhf is the heat of fusion (196.4 J/g) [23,24], b is
the thickness of a monomolecular layer (4.65 A˚ ) andT 0

m is
the equilibrium melting temperature of PEO (738C), j is a
constant 1 for nucleation regime I, 2 for nucleation regime
III. A plot of the left-hand side term of Eq. (4) versus
1/fTcDT allows to calculate the nucleation termKg from the
slope of the straight lines obtained, and is presented in Fig. 4
for the 100/0, 90/10 and 75/25 PEO/PES blends. The growth
rate data are summarized in Table 1. Interpretation of the
crystallization process in terms of the nucleation regime (I,
II or III), as described by Lauritzen and Hoffman [32], is
possible fromKg. One defines a parameterZ as:

Z � 103 l
2b

� �
exp

2X
TcDT

� �
�5�

where l is the lamellar thickness. WhenX � Kg and Z #
0.01, crystallization occurs according to regime I in which a
secondary nucleus formed on the crystallizing lamellar
surface rapidly completes the layer. WhenX � 2Kg and
Z $ 1, crystallization occurs according to regime III
where many new secondary surface nuclei form before the
lamellar layer is completed. In all other cases the intermedi-
ate regime II is followed. The lamellar thickness was esti-
mated from data of Arlie et al. [33] and gave a satisfactory
agreement with the few data points in our study.Kg and the
results on the nucleation regime are summarized in Table 1.

Pure PEO and the 90/10 PEO/PES blend crystallize
according to the intermediate crystallization regime II
where the formation of secondary nuclei competes with
the completion of the crystalline lamellar surface. From
an amount of 25 wt.% amorphous component the crystal-
lization process is controlled by regime III where nuclei are
formed in large numbers on the crystalline substrate and
spread slowly. This change in secondary nucleation regime
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Table 1
Spherulite growth rate, nucleation termKg and nucleation regime of PEO/
PES blends

PEO/PES
composition

Tc

(8K)
G
(mm/s)

Nucleation
regime

Kg

(K2)

100/0 327 0.5 II 87739
325 1.9
323 7.9
321 16.4
319 24
317 34.2

90/10 327 0.3 II 62322
325 0.7
323 1.4
321 2.3
319 4.4
317 6.2
315 9.1
313 13.1
311 16.4

75/25 323 0.5 III 44229
321 0.7
319 1.2
317 1.5
315 1.9
313 2.5
311 2.7
309 3.5
307 3.5
305 3.7
303 3.6
301 3.5
299 4.1
297 3.7
295 3.5
293 2.9
291 2.5

Fig. 5. Half-time of crystallizationt1/2 versus crystallization temperatureTc for pure PEO, 90/10 and 75/25 PEO/PES blends.



from II to III can be inferred from the decreased mobility of
PEO chains in the 75/25 PEO/PES blend by which comple-
tion of the lamellar surface is retarded in combination with a
nearly unchanged formation rate of secondary nuclei.

3.2. Overall crystallization kinetics

The overall crystallization kinetics was investigated by
isothermal DSC-experiments. Plots of the half-time of crys-
tallization (t1/2) versus Tc for different PEO/PES blend
compositions are presented in Fig. 5. The overall crystal-
lization rate increases with decreasing crystallization
temperature (Tc) and decreases with a higher amount of
PES in the blends. The overall crystallization kinetics is
usually described using the Avrami equation [34].

log�2ln�1 2 Xt�� � log K 1 n log�t� �6�
where K is the overall crystallization rate constant,t the
crystallization time andn the Avrami exponent. Plotting

log(2ln(1 2 Xt)) versus logt gives theoretically a linear
correlation; from the intercept and from the slopeK andn
can be obtained respectively. Theoreticallyn is 3 for three-
dimensional crystallite growth with heterogeneous nuclea-
tion and 4 for homogeneous nucleation. In most casesn is a
non-integer and as a consequence it is difficult to make
straightforward conclusions from it [35]. In our study, infor-
mation on the presence of different steps in the crystal-
lization process can be derived from Avrami plots. An
Avrami-plot of PEO and PEO/PES blends during crystal-
lization at 448C is presented in Fig. 6. Pure PEO and the
PEO/PES 90/10 blend clearly show two linear sections with
different slopes; the 75/25 PEO/PES blend shows a constant
change of the slope. Avrami-plots of the 75/25 PEO/PES
blend, crystallized at lower temperatures (188C, 288C and
368C) show a two-step crystallization process (Fig. 7). The
appearance of two linear sections with a different slope at
high degree of undercooling can be attributed to primary
crystallization followed by a secondary crystallization
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Fig. 6. Avrami-plots for (a) pure PEO, (b) 90/10 and (c) 75/25 PEO/PES blends, crystallized isothermally at 448C.

Fig. 7. Avrami-plots for 75/25 PEO/PES blend crystallized isothermally at 188C, 288C, 368C and 448C.



process [36]. At high temperatures (e.g. 448C), crystalliza-
tion of the 75/25 PEO/PES blend is slow, and the secondary
crystallization process starts already during the primary one
resulting in a continuous changing slope in the Avrami-plot.
At lower temperatures (188C, 288C and 368C), the primary
crystallization process is fast and the delayed, secondary
crystallization of some of the PEO-chains starts only after
the end of the primary crystallization. A more detailed
discussion on the origin of this secondary crystallization
process will be given in the evaluation of the melting
behavior.

3.3. Supermolecular structure and segregation behavior of
the amorphous component

PEO crystallizes from the melt in a spherulitic, hedritic or
intermediate morphology depending on its molecular
weight and the crystallization conditions. According to the
morphological map presented by Allen and Mandelkern
[37] PEO with a molecular weight of 17000 g/mole exhibits
a hedritic or an intermediate hedritic-spherulitic morphol-
ogy depending on the crystallization temperature. This
intermediate hedritic-spherulitic morphology was indeed

observed by optical microscopy under crossed polarizers
for pure PEO crystallized at 448C (Fig. 8).

The addition of PES to PEO favors the formation of a
spherulitic morphology. When the PES content increases to
25 wt.%, PEO crystallizes in a spherulitic morphology at
both crystallization temperatures of 288C and 448C, show-
ing the typical maltese crosses in Fig. 8(c) and (d). Similar
changes in the PEO crystalline morphology have been
reported in blends with PVAc [17] and Aramide 34I [21].
Hedrites consist of more or less layered lamellar structures
grown from a central screw dislocation; spherulites are
lamellar structures that grow spherically in three dimen-
sions. In the 75/25 PEO/PES blend nucleation regime III
is occurring, and the higher amount of secondary nuclei
favors growth in three dimensions giving rise to spherical
morphologies. At a lower amount of PES in the blends,
secondary nucleation follows regime II conditions with a
smaller amount of growing nuclei and intermediate hedri-
tic-spherulitic morphologies are formed. A similar relation-
ship between the nucleation regime and the crystalline
morphology has been reported for linear polyethylene; axia-
lites follow nucleation regime I whereas spherulites follow
regime III [27].

The final spherulite size is determined by the ratio of the
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Fig. 8. Optical micrographs under crossed polarizers for PEO/PES blends (a) 100/0,Tc� 448C, (b) 90/10,Tc� 448C, (c) 75/25,Tc� 448C, (d) 75/25,Tc� 288C
(magnification 15×).



primary nucleation rate that increases with higher degree of
undercooling and the spherulite growth rate, which shows a
bell-shaped temperature dependency. The change of the
spherulite size with crystallization temperature of isother-
mally crystallized PEO/PES 75/25 blends is shown in Fig. 9.
The spherulite size increases with increasing crystallization
temperature; a local maximum in the spherulite dimension
curve can be found at 288C and corresponds with the maxi-
mum of the bell-shaped spherulite growth rate curve in
Fig. 3.

During crystallization of PEO, the amorphous component
PES can segregate into interlamellar, interfibrillar or inter-
spherulitic regions. Fig. 8 reveals that all spherulites are
volume filling indicating intraspherulitic segregation of
PES. To find out whether the amorphous component PES
segregates interlamellar or interfibrillar during crystalliza-
tion of PEO, SAXS-measurements have been performed on
isothermally crystallized PEO/PES blends at 448C. The long
periods, as obtained from Lorentz corrected patterns, are
presented in Table 2. With increasing amount of PES, the
long period increases revealing interlamellar segregation of
PES during crystallization of PEO. It has been pointed out
[38] that the scale of segregation of the amorphous compo-
nent during crystallization is related to the ratio between the
diffusion rate D of the amorphous component and the

growth rate G of the crystalline component. The segregation
behavior of several amorphous components with different
glass-transition temperatures and types of interactions in
PEO blends was recently investigated [20]. It was concluded
that although the effect of mobility of the diluent cannot be
neglected, it is mainly the growth rate of the PEO crystals
that dominates the length scale of segregation. In the present
study the amorphous component PES has a highTg and
consequently the mobility of the amorphous component
decreases at higher PES content in the blends. A strong
decrease of the spherulite growth rate of PEO with increas-
ing PES content has been observed and was mainly attrib-
uted to the decreased mobility of PEO on adding amorphous
PES component. From our experiments it can be concluded
that in blends containing up to 25 wt.% PES, PES segregates
interlamellarly. Aramide 34I also segregates interlamellarly
in blends with PEO [21]. The interlamellar segregation of
these highTg amorphous components means that the strong
decrease in the PEO spherulite growth rate in PEO/PES and
PEO/Aramide blends is accompanied by a low diffusion rate
of the amorphous component. As a consequence both the
diffusion rate of the amorphous component and the spher-
ulite growth rate determine the segregation behavior.

3.4. Melting behavior

The melting behavior of isothermally crystallized PEO/
PES blends was investigated using DSC. Melting thermo-
grams of PEO, 90/10 and 75/25 PEO/PES blends isother-
mally crystallized at 448C for 24 h are presented in Fig. 10.
PEO crystals melt at 658C; with increasing amount of PES
in the blends a melting point depression for the highest
melting peak is present and a second melting endotherm
appears at lower temperatures. The occurrence of multiple
melting in a blend of an amorphous and a semi-crystalline
component has been attributed by Groeninckx et al. to
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Fig. 9. Spherulite diameter versus crystallization temperature for 75/25 PEO/PES blends.

Table 2
Long period and PEO degree of crystallinity of PEO/PES blends, crystal-
lized isothermally at 448C for 1 h

PEO/PES composition Long periodL (Å) Crystallinity Xc (%)

100/0 167 96
90/10 144 96
80/20 223 91
75/25 273 88
60/40 478 57



different processes [39–41], including recrystallization and
secondary crystallization.

Several experiments were performed to identify the
origin of the double melting behavior of the PEO/PES
blend system. The 75/25 PEO/PES blend was isothermally
crystallized at 288C for different times (from 300 s to 73 h)

and subsequently melted in the DSC (Fig. 11). The higher
melting endotherm at 628C is constant with increasing crys-
tallization time. A smaller melting peak appears at 388C
after 10 min crystallization that increases and shifts to
higher temperature with longer crystallization times. This
lower melting endotherm is absent in the DSC-curve after
crystallization for 200 s, the time period after which a
change of the slope of the Avrami-plot appeared (see Fig.
7). Apparently some PEO-chains show retarded, secondary
crystallization and lamellar thickening after the primary
crystallization process and melt at lower temperatures
than the primary formed lamellae. This observation
confirms that the change of the slope in the Avrami-plot is
related to the start of the secondary crystallization process.

To investigate recrystallization of the 75/25 PEO/PES
blend, DSC-measurements at different heating rates
between 1 and 408C/min were carried on samples crystal-
lized at 248C for 60 min, as shown in Fig. 12(a). At low
heating rates a very small lower melting endotherm is
present. This lower endotherm moves to higher tempera-
tures and becomes more important at higher heating rates
compared to the higher melting endotherm. The higher
melting peak shifts slightly to lower temperatures with
increasing heating rate from 1.5 to 108/min. The broadening
and shift to higher temperatures of this endotherm at heating
rates of 20 and 408/min must be interpreted as an artifact and
can be assigned to thermal lag of the sample.

After primary crystallization of PEO, a secondary crystal-
lization process starts during which thin lamellae melting at
lower temperatures are formed. As a consequence, two
types of lamellae are present in the crystalline 75/25 PEO/
PES blend. During heating at low heating rates the thin
secondary lamellae melt first and recrystallize by which
the resulting lower melting endotherm decreases and shifts
to lower temperatures, as illustrated in Fig. 13(a). The
recrystallized lamellae melt at a slightly higher temperature
than the thick primary lamellae resulting in a shift to higher
temperature and an increase in intensity of the higher melt-
ing endotherm compared to DSC-curves obtained at higher
heating rates where less recrystallization occurs.

A 50/50 PEO/PES blend requires a longer crystallization
time than the 75/25 PEO/PES blend. DSC melting curves at
different heating rates of a 50/50 PEO/PES blend after crys-
tallization at 288C for 450 h are presented in Fig. 12(b). The
DSC-thermograms show that the lower melting endotherm
moves towards the higher melting endotherm and increases
in intensity compared to the higher melting endotherm at
increasing heating rates from 1.5 to 208/min. The higher
melting endotherm decreases in intensity and shifts slightly
to lower temperatures. At a heating rate of 408C/min one
broad melting endotherm is present. As a result of thermal
lag of the sample at 20 and 408/min an additional shift of the
melting peaks is present.

From these results can it be concluded that the 50/50
PEO/PES blend forms only one type of lamellae with a
broad distribution in lamellar thickness during the
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Fig. 10. DSC heating curves at 108/min of pure PEO and PEO/PES blends,
isothermally crystallized at 448C for 24 h.

Fig. 11. DSC heating curves at 108/min of 75/25 PEO/PES blend, isother-
mally crystallized at 288C for different times.



isothermal crystallization process. A 50/50 PEO/PES blend
crystallizes much slower than a 75/25 blend and forms one
type of lamellae, the remaining amorphous phase contains a
high amount of PES that inhibits further secondary crystal-
lization. The observed double melting behavior of the 50/50
PEO/PES blends is attributed to a recrystallization/remelt-
ing phenomenon. At low heating rates lamellae melt, recrys-
tallize and remelt again at higher temperatures. The
observed double melting endotherm is the superposition of
these processes; a model representation of this phenomenon
is given in Fig. 13(b). With increasing heating rate a smaller
fraction of the lamellae is able to recrystallize and the two
melting endotherms shift towards each other. At high

heating rates none or only a small amount of lamellae
recrystallizes leading to a broad melting endotherm.

The degree of crystallinity of PEO/PES blends crystal-
lized at 448C for 1 h are presented in Table 2. The crystal-
linity of PEO in the blends decreases from 96% for pure
PEO to 57% in the 60/40 PEO/PES blends indicating a
pronounced influence of the amorphous component PES
on the final crystallinity of PEO. The high crystallinity of
PEO has to be assigned to the use of the temperature depen-
dent enthalpy function, the degree of crystallinity of PEO
obtained after dividing the melting enthalpy by 196.4 J/g is
86%.

4. Conclusions

The crystallization kinetics of PEO in miscible binary
blends with PES are strongly affected by the presence of
the amorphous component; both the overall crystallization
rate and the spherulite growth rate show a pronounced
decrease. The changes in the crystallization behavior are
related to the lower mobility of PEO in the blends with
PES, which in turn is related to the highTg of PES. The
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Fig. 12. DSC heating curves at different heating rates of (a) 75/25 PEO/PES
blend crystallized at 248C for 1 h, (b) 50/50 PEO/PES blend crystallized at
288C for 450 h.

Fig. 13. Model describing the influence of recrystallization/remelting
phenomena on the DSC heating curves of (a) 75/25 PEO/PES blend
where initially two types of lamellae are present, (b) 50/50 PEO/PES
blend where initially one type of lamellae is present.



variation of the secondary nucleation regime is reflected in
the final supermolecular morphology of the PEO/PES
blends that changes from intermediate hedritic-spherulitic
to spherulitic. During crystallization of PEO the amorphous
component PES segregates into the interlamellar regions.

The melting behavior of these blends is complex and can
be interpreted in terms of both secondary crystallization and
recrystallization. At small amounts of PES, a small fraction
of PEO molecules shows secondary crystallization and the
blend consists of thin secondary lamellae and thicker
primary lamellae. Upon melting the secondary lamellae
recrystallize and melt at higher temperature. A different
semi-crystalline morphology is proposed for 50/50 PEO/
PES blend; on account of the slow primary crystallization
process no additional secondary crystallization occurs.
During heating, the lamellae recrystallize and the 50/50
PEO/PES blend exhibits as well a double melting behavior.
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